


Join us on a journey through the regions of Central Bohemia. We will take you to over 50 places that no 
traveller or adventurer should miss. Wander with us through untouched countryside, discover technical 
monuments, get to know customs and crafts that breathe life into Central Bohemia, and listen to ancient 
and contemporary stories connected with the largest region of the Czech Republic.

Perhaps no other Czech region deserves to be labelled “diverse” more than Central Bohemia, which sur-
rounds Prague like a ring. You will discover that the north is not like the south, and the west is different 
from the east. Central Bohemia became the cradle of Czech statehood, the home of kings and queens of 
Bohemia, and the place of their magnificent monarchical deeds. Seemingly silent witnesses to the most 
important historical decisions are majestic castles, Přemyslid hillforts, sumptuous châteaux, manor houses 
and picturesque towns.

Central Bohemia is enticing for its accessibility. A dense network of roads will satisfy any avid driver. But if 
you prefer romantic railway rides, you won’t be disappointed either. Railway lines spread out like rays from 
the heart of the capital to almost all corners of Central Bohemia. You can look forward to a journey through  
a rugged relief, along meandering rivers or through dense forests, which, just like in the times of powerful 
rulers of the past, still teem with wildlife today. Rather than a mundane trip, you can enjoy a unique experi-
ence where you won’t know what to look at first.

Just turn the page, and a new world will open up before you! A world full of unforgettable adventures, abun-
dant history and living traditions.



BEROUNSKO
Along the Berounka River, you will find the natu-
ral beauty of Krivoklát forests and the limestone 
landscape of the Bohemian karst. The Beroun 
region has earned renown for its tourist desti-
nations, some of which are famed almost world-
wide. The romantic valley of the lovely Beroun-
ka River, charming villages, living traditions and  
a range of vantage points and lookout towers 
are sure to satisfy every tourist.

SCAN ME!

Learn more information 
and news from this area.

Prague



VELKÁ AMERIKA QUARRY KONĚPRUSY CAVES

KARLŠTEJN CASTLE



KŘIVOKLÁT PROTECTED LANDSCAPE AREA

BOHEMIAN KARST PROTECTED LANDSCAPE AREA KŘIVOKLÁT CASTLE



BOHEMIAN  
PARADISE
It is a rare privilege to boast a name containing the 
word “paradise”. But the Bohemian Paradise tour-
ist region genuinely deserves its name! This re-
gion where you can admire beautiful and diverse 
countryside, as well as ancient landmarks and  
precious examples of folk architecture, will en-
chant you just like our 19th-century ancestors, 
who began to give the midstream Jizera River 
area this name.

SCAN ME!

Learn more information 
and news from this area.

Prague



VALEČOV CASTLE RUINS

PŘÍHRAZSKÉ ROCKS

MNICHOVO HRADIŠTĚ CHÂTEAU



BRDY AND 
PODBRDSKO
The tourist area of the Brdy Highlands and the 
Podbrdsko region in the south-west of Central 
Bohemia is a great choice for anyone looking 
for relaxation in wild countryside, or who likes to 
discover our country’s industrial and military his-
tory. Thanks to a military training area, the land-
scape of the central part of the Brdy Highlands, 
today the youngest protected landscape area in 
the country, resembles the mysterious Scottish 
moors. Romantic souls will be enchanted by the 
stories of the local castles and châteaux.

SCAN ME!

Learn more information 
and news from this area.

Prague



SKALKA PILGRIMAGE SITE

SVATÁ HORA IN PŘÍBRAM

TOČNÍK AND ŽEBRÁK CASTLES



BRDY PROTECTED LANDSCAPE AREA

DOBŘÍŠ CHÂTEAU MINING MUSEUM IN PŘÍBRAM



POJIZEŘÍ AND 
POLABÍ
The Pojizeří and Polabí tourist regions offer count-
less interesting and easily accessible tourist des-
tinations for hikers, cyclists and families with chil-
dren. The landscape, which stretches between 
the Elbe and Jizera rivers, is one of the Czech Re-
public’s favourite excursion destinations thanks to 
a dense network of cycle routes and hiking trails.

SCAN ME!

Learn more information 
and news from this area.

Prague



PODĚBRADY SPA

MIRAKULUM PARK

PŘEROV NAD LABEM OPEN-AIR MUSEUM



BOTANICUS OSTRÁ LOUČEŇ CHÂTEAU



REGION OF THE  
KNIGHTS OF BLANÍK
Perhaps no location in Central Bohemia is as 
mysterious as the landscape which, according 
to legends, conceals the mythical Blaník army. 
Breaths of the past, tales and legends handed 
down for generations and beautiful nature at-
tract visitors from near and far to the Region of 
the Knights of Blaník.

SCAN ME!

Learn more information 
and news from this area.

Prague



WATER HOUSE HULICE

VOTICE MONASTERY ZRUČ NAD SÁZAVOU CHÂTEAU



VLAŠIM CHÂTEAU PARK



VRCHOTOVY JANOVICE CHÂTEAU VELKÝ BLANÍK



POSÁZAVÍ
The Sázava River and surrounding landscape are 
loved by boaters and hikers alike. The Posázaví re-
gion has been a frequently visited location since 
the last century, when ramblers walked along 
local trails. It is little wonder, after all, the appeal 
of the magnificent countryside is only further  
enhanced by a large number of rare landmarks.

SCAN ME!

Learn more information 
and news from this area.

Prague



SÁZAVA MONASTERY ČESKÝ ŠTERNBERK CASTLE



KONOPIŠTĚ CHÂTEAU SÁZAVA RIVER

PRŮHONICE CHÂTEAU PARK



KLADENSKO
SLÁNSKO
The unique charm of the region around  
the largest Central Bohemian town is unde-
niable. Ancient Přemyslid hillforts guarding  
secrets of the first Czech rulers contrast with 
an industrial landscape that reminds us of its 
former glory. Mysterious underground areas, 
museums and memorials tell the stories of peo-
ple whose lives have been indelibly etched into  
the shape of today’s Kladno and Slaný regions.

SCAN ME!

Learn more information 
and news from this area.

Prague



LIDICE MEMORIAL

MAYRAU OPEN-AIR MINING MUSEUM SLANÝ VIA FERRATA



KLADNO TOWER-BLOCK MUSEUM ROZTOKY U PRAHY CHÂTEAU



KUTNOHORSKO
KOLÍNSKO
Between the Elbe and Sázava rivers lies a sce-
nic area that is literally full of royal footprints. 
Four royal towns are situated in close proximi-
ty to each other, places steeped in rich history 
associated with silver mining, Hussite battles 
and Jewish culture. The Kutná Hora and Kolín 
regions form a landscape that is made for  
travelling and excursions away from the crowds.

SCAN ME!

Learn more information 
and news from this area.

Prague



KAČINA CHÂTEAU

KUTNÁ HORA

ŽLEBY CHÂTEAU



ST. BARTHOLOMEW‘S HILLOCK KOUŘIM OPEN-AIR MUSEUM



TOULAVA
This landscape on the border of South and 
Central Bohemia has attracted tourists for as 
long as anyone can remember. The heart of  
the tourist region is the town of Tábor and the  
Lužnice River valley. Sedlčany, the Vltava River  
and the ever popular Sedlec-Prčice hiking trails  
are at the centre the region’s Central Bohemian  
part. The landscape of dense forests, river  
valleys, gentle green hills and vantage points  
is simply made for excursions and wanderings.

SCAN ME!

Learn more information 
and news from this area.

Prague



MONÍNEC RESORT

VYSOKÝ CHLUMEC OPEN-AIR MUSEUM

VRŠKAMÝK CASTLE RUINS



DRBÁKOV - ALBERTOV ROCKS ORLÍK RESERVOIR



MĚLNICKO
KOKOŘÍNSKO
The Mělník and Kokořín regions are landscapes 
of contrasts – on one side, valleys stretch from 
the country’s two largest rivers, while just a short 
distance away, hills and sandstone rocks rise to 
the skies. Dense forests can be observed from 
fertile slopes covered with grapevines. After vis-
iting an austere medieval castle, you can visit  
a sumptuous château and technical landmarks, 
or just let the natural beauty of the Kokořín  
region work its magic on you.

SCAN ME!

Learn more information 
and news from this area.

Prague



LOBEČ BREWERY

ROCK FORMATION KOKOŘÍNSKÉ POKLIČKY KOKOŘÍN CASTLE



ADDRESS 

CONTACT

Tourist Information Centre of the Central

Bohemia Tourist Board

Husova 156/21

Prague 1 – Old Town

Tel.: +420 222 288 911

E-mail: info@sccr.cz

www.visitcentralbohemia.com

@VisitCentralBohemia

@VisitCentralBohemia
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